ISDA in Review is a compendium of links to new documents, research papers, press releases and comment letters from the Association.

MOST VIEWED
- Letter to Commissioner Barnier, Chairman Bowles and ECOFIN Chairman Corydon Comment letter to European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs)
- Greek Sovereign Q&A – Jan. 16 Update info sheet
- ISDA Announces Membership and Mission of the Industry Clearing Committee Press Release and ICC Membership List

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
- Information and registration forms for ISDA’s 27th AGM, Chicago, April 30-May 2

PUBLIC POLICY
- ISDA Response to the Questionnaire on MiFID/MiFIR 2 by Markus Ferber MEP Response

LEGAL & DOCUMENTATION
- Updated list of commissioned and completed ISDA Collateral Opinions
- Updated list of commissioned and completed ISDA Netting Opinions

DETERMINATIONS COMMITTEE
- Eastman Kodak Company Credit Event
- Panasonic Electric Works Request to DC
- Sanyo Electric Co. Request to DC

derivatiViews / media.comment
Visit derivatiViews for commentary on the derivatives markets from the ISDA executive office.
- Honey, I Shrunk the Market
- LSOC It To Me
- Standardize This
- ISDA’s Resolutions for the New Year

For commentary on mainstream business and financial media coverage of the derivatives industry, visit media.comment.
- Pay It Forward
- Ignorance Is (Not) Strength

Please direct comments and questions about ISDA In Review to Kevin Leech at kleech@isda.org
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